Update on Cookie and Three Law Suits

By Anna Von Reitz
Many thanks to all who have been sending love and prayers and donations for my
Paralegal friend, Cookie. She was stricken with mysterious maladies that seemed to
indicate heart failure and/or kidney failure and so, has had to undergo a lot of tests.
This evening she updated me. She had a severe misalignment in her spine between
her shoulder blades (no doubt the result of years spent pouring over dusty books in
dimly lit rooms, perched on tall stools) and that was causing a lot of problems
because the nerves route through that area to the heart. So that is being adjusted
by expert medical chiropractors and she is already experiencing significant relief.
She also has apparently developed a mid-life allergy to MSG which is being added to
all processed food under the euphemism "natural preservatives". MSG makes food
taste better, but it is also a poison capable of passing the brain-blood barrier,
affecting short term memory, balance, and critical thinking skills. No more processed
food is apparently the only cure.
All things taken together, the diagnosis could have been a lot worse and so could the
treatment, though chiropractic care is not included in her major medical insurance
and will continue to be an expense for some time to come.
The other news I wish to pass on tonight is that The Living Law Firm has prepared
three major systemic claims in behalf of the American states and people.
I know this hasn't been easy to understand, but we were faced early on with a hard
choice: we could take our slim resources--- a few dozen people working on their own
shoestrings -- and try to put out 300 million brush fires, or we could concentrate on
defining the problem(s) in a systemic way and bring action to correct the cause
instead of the symptoms.
We took the latter course, at the cost of not being able to offer more direct and
immediate help to individuals.
As the research has progressed it has become clear that the pattern of "expatriation"
and "registration" and "bankruptcy" has been repeated several times and each time,
private property has been removed under false presumptions into foreign
jurisdictions and "pledged" by governmental services corporations as surety for their
own debts.

The 1868 Expatriation Act was followed by the 14th Amendment presumption of
Territorial United States Citizenship. The 1907 Expatriation Act resulted in Municipal
United States Citizenship, which was followed by the Sheppard-Townsend Act
registering babies. The 1934 Emergency Banking Act was followed by the creation of
corporate Municipal Franchises--- another level of expatriation ---and the
confiscation of gold.
At no time should any of this have affected American state nationals.
The financial crisis being addressed in each case was always due to the profligacy
and mismanagement of the foreign Territorial United States and/or Municipal United
States governments. In each case, only their actual citizens should have been
impacted and in each case it was carefully stated that only "citizens" were subject.
But who is a "citizen" and with respect to which layer of government?
Prior to the so-called Civil War, people routinely served as State Citizens when they
held office in their land jurisdiction state governments. They were also routinely
referred to as "people of the United States". The semantic confusion and shuffle
between "State Citizen" and "people of the United States" to "United States Citizen"
was easy enough to foist off on the gullible and trusting public.
From that point on, the foreign Territorial United States (a British-backed
democracy) and equally foreign Municipal United States (run by the Holy See as a
Congressional oligarchy) worked as a Tag Team to secretively conscript and register
American state nationals--- in effect, press-ganging them into the foreign
international jurisdiction of the sea and promoting the assumption that they were
operating as commercial "vessels" subject to both municipal and territorial law.
In fact, American state nationals operate as private, non-commercial "vessels"
engaged in peaceful international trade. They are internationally "Protected Persons"
and they are owed the specific protection of both the British Crown and the British
Monarch.
By conscripting American state nationals under color of law and non-disclosure and
coercing them to "accept" the status of "United States Citizen" the Territorial and
Municipal United States could side-step the guarantees of the actual Constitution and
seize upon the assets --- land and labor --- of the unsuspecting Americans who
continued to think of the "federal government" as their own government.
We are presented with the spectacle of an entire people claiming to be "United
States Citizens" as if they were born in Puerto Rico, unknowingly subjecting
themselves to foreign Territorial and Municipal law, losing the protections of the
actual Constitution, surrendering their claims to their land and their labor and
accepting the debts of bankrupt foreign governments--- and for what supposed
consideration? "Benefits" ---like "Social Security"---har! har! ---- that they paid for
themselves.
Americans today give a far greater percentage of their assets and their labor to the
"King" and the "Church" than any serf in the Dark Ages, and conditions are even
worse throughout much of Europe, the former Commonwealth, India, Africa, South
America, and Japan.

This outrageous crime against law, sense, and nature must come to an end---- and it
must come systemically. The whole construct of the Great Fraud has to be flushed,
and the spirit as well as the letter of the law established by our national trust
indenture must be honored.
So--- in the next several weeks, three simple but profound legal actions will be
engaged in behalf of the actual states and the living people. We will need your
support in every way possible--- your prayers, your sharing of information, your
determination to put an end to this fraud against America and against Americans,
and yes, whatever money you can spare for our Living Law Firm.
The Paypal address is: avannavon@gmail.com.
The snail mail address is: Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska
99652.

